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This book is designed to help doctors, nurses, and medical assistants communicate in Spanish
with Latino patients and their families who have little or no command of English. Fully updated
text includes the addition of vocabulary for informing families about patients' medical care or
death; instructing patients on how to navigate online forms; a sample disclosure and consent
form in both Spanish and English; and a new section on working with medical interpreters. Every
Spanish word in the book is followed by its phonetic pronunciation. The book also provides easy-
to-follow tips on understanding colloquial spoken Spanish. Author William Harvey concentrates
on words and phrases likely to be used in a medical setting. True-to-life dialogues dramatize
situations pertaining to pregnancy, broken bones, pediatric care, heart and lung diseases,
pharmacy prescriptions, and much more.
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anon, “Not highly interactive but comprehensive phrase book. There aren't many activities (like
fill in the blank or composition), but it's a super-comprehensive look at medical terminology.
About 400-500 (or more) words and phrases per bulky chapter. I just wish there were more
worksheets, activities, or quizzes. Everything has pronunciation guides with it.Another
drawback, sometimes they don't give the English word with the term, like when they label the
parts of the head and body, but you can't always tell exactly what they are pointing to and the
word isn't a cognate. So then you have to go to the glossary, and the word isn't always in the
glossary so you turn to Google Translate instead. Luckily there's only a few parts where this
happens.”

Mary C Griggs, “Thanks. Work at a hospitalWas not exactly useful for neuro and traumaMore for
general practice and scenariosThank youStill helpful”

AI, “I was recommended this book from my college Spanish teacher. I was recommended this
book from my college Spanish teacher. I already knew basic conversational Spanish but not
really anything that could help me. Since I started working in the healthcare field, I noticed we've
been having a lot of Spanish speakers who cannot speak English. Thanks to this book, I've
managed to help my coworkers with their own questions and make the process a lot smoother
for everyone.”

LOS, “Great for the Medical Field. Excellent book for someone in the health care field. My wife is
a nurse who has to give patients instructions in Spanish everyday. This book comes in very
handy for her. She loves it.”

Lynn Owens, “Helpful. This has helped me with conversations about health. There are family
members who are seen in hospital for any variety of reasons and this follows the conversation
and process. Then offers new words review. Using this book, I have been able to complete an
hospital admission in Spanish with only a few mistakes. Everyone of my patients are so helpful in
my learning process.”

Debra, “Very easy to read and grasp. I probably didn't spend enough time reading this, which is
why I gave four stars. I was committed to re-learning Spanish (my high school class has long left
my mind). The book was easy to understand and relate to one another. For me, it was difficult for
me to apply what I was learning. I ended up deciding to take a class. If you have the discipline
then you will enjoy this book!”

The book by William C. Harvey has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 403 people have provided feedback.
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